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“I dream. Sometimes I think that's the only right thing to do.”
― Haruki Murakami

“You can have it all. Just not all at once.”
― Oprah Winfrey

“To feel that waking is another dream
that dreams of not dreaming and that the death
we fear in our bones is the death
that every night we call a dream.”
— Jorge Luis Borges

The poems Surrender, Who Do You Think You Are? Super Moon, and Vanity Plates
were originally poems written collaboratively with poet Aaron Belz in 2007. They were
later edited (LrV) extensively for this collection (with permission from AB).

Dream 1: Sawmill / Docudrama / Prison Escape
I see-ded myself from a woodman’s porch,
see-ded my doe toes & dewy knees.
I rub-bed my nose, creek water down cheeks
paddle-hairbrush-soft-bristles—whup-lush.

Now these visions around the panko-crisp-campfire,
now the conglomerate, glassy, golden honey bear &
his huge unbreakable balls rolling across cabin planks—
there he is, the lumberyard idol, exposed by a mushy-green,
tidal wave of silk & retribution.

This moment, revealing the world’s most naked
pebble, the world’s most igneous people, dusk’s exoplanets
scattering, abrupt measures of timid time unsettling.
We tongue our neuroses, hold onto wisps of indecent
youth. We sliver up bones (almond packets
from the plane) look upon our own faces for the
first time in the studious wind.

Dream 2: Shocking Vanilla
At the Naval hospital I was born,
shaped as a lobe,
a Bosc.
I recall the damage & poison,
mom’s fingernails digging into my
occipital lobe in the dark
to soothe me; all the ammonia
of clean women, stale smoke &
licking lead pipes, these jackrabbits &
“crunchy” babes everywhere.
Sir, excuse me,
sir:
we are the new marbles
of India, a bunch of irrational,
magnetic fields,
can we help you?
You guys, we are Venn diagrams
of poetry moving through space & syntax,
& all the words be the same,
all the particles be unkind,
all the stones thrown &
atoms tossed—the same.

Dream 3: Caroline Danske Dandridge (1858–1914)
“When we strive so hard so conquer
Vexing sublunary things;
When we wait and toil and suffer,
We are working for our wings.”

I carry these Saturdays
upon my chest, a
junk mail cloak.
A fleet of excelsior automobiles
go by—gods & turkeys,
butter & biscuits,
symptoms & tinted glass.
Hi there!
Me suffocation,
me carpentry,
me unreasonable &
spotting flock & fleece,
meadow & fences.
God, the folklore sucks here.
And here, in the thicket,
no poultice for my wound,
nor little Zuzu bells,
only chambers,
kilometers of hearts
laid to dry in the sun
along the road.

Dream 4: My Name is Nanine
Part One
It’s the bathroom stall fantasy—
a lean gentleman in gabardine bends me
& snaps my glasses right in half
& then we see the film together,
upon rows of lambent faces
& in the dark theatre, the Greek
leading man (toga-clad & stoic)
slides down the muddy hill.
We move through the aisles
like sharp Betas—like cards
flung with a wrist-snap to
the red carpet—face down.
Part Two
I wake in bed with two 18th century men
embroidered topcoats and ruffles

& I WANT TO LEAVE.

But these men tell me “no.”
They say,
“stay, parvenu.”
And I oblige, but begin to devise ways
to conjure consumption or
“become hysterical.”
I quickly contract a rash
across my abdomen,
cover up my body & wake
with my hands circled
behind my back.
Next, I think I gave them a trowel & a turtle.
A carbon taste, then whole eggs coughed up.
A great gestalt, a giant woman.
Perhaps a little Eileen Brennan in Private Benjamin.

Notes after dream: 1. Voltaire’s Nanine is a parvenu: one that has recently or suddenly risen to a higher social or
economic class but has not gained social acceptance of others in that class. Recently and randomly, I used Voltaire's bio
on my blog profile after hearing a radio story about him. 2. Up the street from my apartment, I noticed yesterday they
were building “Parvenu Condominiums.”

Dream 5: The Thin Columbus of Phenomena
“Jean Cocteau,” I scream into the phone,
“You are a horrible husband.”
I wander into your home, on film,
(again in a movie house)
& each wall is an unheard forest of
fertile mirrors, there are wardrobes
of midnight, & prairie mice upon
the electric grass floors cross themselves
before the crush of a cycle boy’s boot.
The ones who strangle all the
little ones, the ones who walk
upside down under ice floes,
come to Jean’s house in Detroit,
distilled yet untamed; minnows &
mystery bachelorettes washing ashore.

Dream 6: Birth, School, Work…
Part One
An Australian priest resembling
Father Guido Sarducci tells me
I will soon bear a child
named Elemotsian.
I push this Elemotsian
out of me
on a stretcher
in the hospital hallway.
He comes out of me,
still,
embryo-form,
a cooked, mini-roasted chicken.
Yes, headless—
& possessing drumsticks
& puckered skin where remnants
of freshly plucked feathers
can still be seen on the surface.
My father now at my bedside.
My mother says from somewhere
in the room that I should name him
“Ringlets”
Part Two
Now at my office—I’m a busy bee.
I have places to go.
The nation is counting on me & what foul avis—
clipped & brittle claws—can stop me, USA?
I prune this last conversation with the president.
I remember the frozen Valentine candy hearts
he gave me—I arranged them like a mosaic on my face.

Dream 7: Obverse (as in, facing the observer)
Now in the poison
mushroom patch,
my brother is bitten
by mini white spiders.
I spy below a hamlet!
Children & ribbons,
a melted, lone wax moose,
an owl with graduation cap

(One, two, uh, three)!

I was a deflated tire,
unchanged & dying
in the bushes. Some fleck of
a younger me (Rebecca DeMornay).
Where are all the little dreams
of rigatoni & rye these days?
Of lilacs & concave faces?
Damn this yellow hammer
of doubt, a back-ordered deli sandwich.

Dream 8: Lap is Laz
“I have heard [the]...women say
They are sick of the palette and fiddle-bow.
Of poets that are always gay,
For everybody knows or else should know
That if nothing drastic is done
Aeroplane and Zeppelin will come out…
…All perform their tragic play,
There struts Hamlet, there is Lear,
That's Ophelia, that Cordelia;
Yet they, should the last scene be there,
The great stage curtain about to drop,
If worthy their prominent part in the play,
Do not break up their lines to weep.”
—“Lapis Lazuli,” Yeats

I stole a necklace of lapis lazuli, but was an “honest mistake.”
The $10,000 price tag
(I'd later found in my pocket)

I should do the right thing.

Sir Paul McCartney was waiting at the foot
of the stairs for me, casually leaning on the bannister.
I smacked him straight across the face with my white
finger-lace & said “I’m sick of silly love songs.”
Some zesty high-fives at the party ensued,
crusted jewels from a faith-box tumbled
out & Sir Paul’s body turned crimson,
became pressed flat—steam iron
body beetle or like some tinsel,
it was Christmas again.
“Hold hands,” said the clams. “You’re a balloon and we will catch you.”

Notes after dream: 1. To see or wear a necklace in your dream, it highlights your intellect and your desire
to have more influence and power over others. 2. Lapis (lapis lazuli) brings truthfulness, openness, inner
power, intuition, creativity, virility and manifestation. It strengthens the mind and body as well as increasing
awareness and spiritual connection/evolution. It is associated with the throat and brow chakras and can
help one say just the right thing—as if by magic!

Dream 9: She Has The “Bandwidth”
Someone once said:
to straighten the crooked,
you must first do the harder thing—
straighten yourself.
So, Mendeleev,
come in,
place lithium
above sodium again.
See what spells alchemist.
I see your pages
of numerals next to
pens & cufflinks.
Like suede-winter or
summer-sedimentary.
Let’s make soup or wine from the sky.
New elements show oil & rust &
slashes—accents of never. I twist my
body into this man, rake
tiny pelicans across his ribs.
And this brave, fluffy hamster,
the whole annex full of garland!

Dream 10: Scorpions
Setting scorpion traps in the basement of my parents’ old house.
The vinyl tile floor, the old Fisher stereo, &
the sturdy oak door leading up to the backyard.
My brother & I smash scorpions everywhere.
I tell my mother that the babies are most dangerous
because they cannot control the amount
of poison they release from their stingers.
Crustaceous bits of nothingness
& everyone I miss in my life I throw into my backpack,
“radioactive as an old joke.”

Notes after dream: 1. Scorpions in your dream represent a situation in your waking life which may have
been painful or hurtful. It is also indicative of destructive feelings, "stinging" remarks, bitter words and/or
negative thoughts being expressed by or aimed against you. The scorpion is also a symbol of death and
rebirth. You need to get rid of the old and make room for something new.

Dream 11: A Mist Of Verbs
What occurred that summer,
the rise of a decent painter, clay
& smoke from the jetty. We made
the mattress sing, crushing coconuts
& possessing nothing but the history
of our own skin. Lanterns in the wind
in a working-class district, you’re a son
of a Lord Leighton Frederic. Lime tablets
behind the buffet table & only chilly
precipitation for my food, that poor
Clytie—me & my dumb cabernet sauvignon—
the great American novel expecting me any moment.

Dream 12: Grammar In Coal Mines
We all sling dust & rock & glam,
stab at our indigenous domes.
I am cat-cat,
I am cut-cut,
I radiate bossiness & you like it.
I find compulsive methods,
a silt crayon,
me, under-grammared
& me with child & Pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis.
I find myself with all rights reserved,
expensive—with an eventual disease.
I grow raisins, harvest Fellini’s female leads,
& along the boring way, the engine fails,
an obliterated em—dash opens its oval mouth.

Dream 13: Surrender
Five years ago, onto the street
we poured out pea-sized lexicon
from all the politics, a chopper
circling above & we were fermented
at last, the boundaries of us quietly
noting themselves in the third scene,
not a gullet nor mullet in sight, then
a hollow sucking sound, you, the scrappy
lone sea captain, a myth in your own
vastness. Vacuum cleaner focus groups
concentrate on how people travel belly-down
upon carpet skins, waiting for a thrill,
but the group does not exist—
reefs & seaweed have nothing to do
with the future of mortal men in silver
galoshes about to focus on you. Both
vacuum cleaners & poems are used around
the house. Both need to be “plugged in”
to function properly. Both are occasional,
trotted out most often on holidays or before
visitors arrive, each blurs friendly attempts,
spawns false friendships. Both have words
on them & motors beneath the words.

Dream 14: Who Do You Think You Are?
This morning we awoke wondering if it’s possible
to live large & keep it real—at the same time.
See, you became the ocean in the dream,
then a super-cool dune buggy with a super-rad mermaid
hood ornament that went with your outfit pulled up &
we both smiled. You seemed to totally pull it off,
so you tell me (especially when you have a super-huge
wad of money in one hand & with the other, you are fishing
for the appropriate wallet). Maybe ‘twas the sound-correction
of sepia dream-scope, but what I said was,
“I need is bliss…and to own radio stations!”
And you wrote in the sand:
“This is really disturbing,”
And I wrote back:
“And also inaccurate!”

Dream 15: Voicemail
We are simply a photograph
of laughing wild weeds, frustrated
scalawags full of facts, kissing our
swimming pool liners, bottom-yanking
up bitter spring beans from our
gardens. There was that one
late night phone call,
our violent voices so pretty & cold
into the deleted receiver.
We imagined this: jigsaw pieces that
the dog chewed, cute faces on utensils.
All of life is just voicemail, you wanting me
to reach through you, pass through
a gossamer curtain of your stupidity.

Dream 16: Hairy New Fruit
It’s the most beautiful church in the world,
& the black of outer space finds me less worried
that you & I might be somewhere we shouldn’t be.
You are in a place of desperation, a desperate, desperate place,
here with these mischief-makers at the bar flicking sign language
& butts while the clock on the wall screams,
“World class faculty! Two o’clock!”

Dream 17: Super Moon
Molting like Constantinople,
the sound of loneliness tonight:
some wives view the eclipse
from the shore & trade husbands,
not any ordinary husbands, but
primal anthropomorphisms of their
first desires. Just as the sirens begin,
each husband collapses—each sewn
with plankton & crushed pearls to the
unlocked arms of other wives, each wife
linked to another wife, each finger
stitched with nets to the forearms of
proud, marching husbands.

Dream 18: Vanity Plates
After a meaty stew of wrenches
& calliope pipes, we saw this pot
boiling & wondered where it was going
& guessed it must be boiling down
to this, & it was like the time we saw
it coming but didn’t react quickly enough
to let it arrive & depart again with all
its jerk-off bosses in slow motion,
or bumper stickers or these mountains
etched by shrill stranger echoes & all of
our conversations: glacial periods
occurring from the Epoch 6, 7, & 8.
We were inside the van of happiness
once, we could have stayed there &
sunk into the multi-brown shag carpet,
but we stayed instead to watch the river
boiling down to its rocky conscience, like
a hammer swooping so low to our faces
that we knew what it all boiled down to &
wished all along we had seen it coming.

Dream 19: “Puzzlin’ Evidence”
We climb up the hill,
stacks of all of our representatives,
a pile of them, & to the top we go
to find the evidence: coils & crazy
diagrams. To the body of big suits
everywhere, we don’t know where
to go next. We’ve found little clues
sixteen levels down, the sands of our
times, never seen before.
We sneeze up Persephones,
randomly walk through
bedrooms while all make love
to a thousand redheads,
& these were our bills of wrongs.
We hover in spacecrafts,
unsure of where to fly,
we are metal cars
of our own trips & Dasein,
a flavorful mass of sugar-dirt-populism
& delicious, plastic things to view.

Dream 20: *SO
I was at the airport desperate
to find a rhinoceros.
I saw a man I was
looking for, too,
but kept missing
him. In the meantime,
I uncovered a covert Russian
art deal
going down
in a garage
offsite
in a desolate hangar.
I distinctly remember
opening the front
of the hangar
like a freight elevator.
Someone’s mother called
on the Princess phone & said
we were all out—way past curfew.
Japanese girls knelt at my feet,
telling me I had wrapped my leopard-scarved
clogs incorrectly. The cell phone text
kept reading:
"*SO".

Dream 21: Dvorak’s Symphony No. 1 in C Minor "The Bells of Zlonice"
If you record this, it’s ill-named,
full of diving broads who just won’t
karate with you. XO XO…tic-tac-toe,
“does the big idea ever get
to happen?” She harnesses all of the power
of all of the planets in the sky —
simultaneously. All of these silhouettes,
mysterious how they appear stationery
(written) for our umbrellas or
cameras. On the beach we conduct
neuroscience. It’s the year we—
meteors.The year we—comets.
The year me
alone

becoming
not together.

Notes after dream: “Does the big idea ever get to happen?” —Bill Berkson

Dream 22: Ferret/Larkspurs + The Power of Mitch’s Belief
The public pool is a fear-flower,
a hibachi sear on the neck.
Cabana mid-fuck,
all of these ferrets
crawling out of floorboards
now swimming in the clawfoot
bathtub

you called them

larkspurs
wolverines
damn spiky olives
You know, you’ll never see
a non-Mitch standing by
the 3rd floor copy machine;
it’s not him. Saw Joe the boss
in our heads that night, fever dreams
again of being sex-interrupted,
he told us he wants us to put less coffee/tea
supplies out. This was your mistake—so foolish.
Maybe Joe’s anger face, flush with
budgets, maybe shape-shifting
or doppleganging took place. Either way,
it was all so German, a game of office Battleship.

Notes on dream: Ferrets symbolize distrust and suspicion of others or to “ferret” (a pun on searching).
Larkspurs are Consolida (Latin for “consolidate” and have reported ability to heal wounds. A bathtub
symbolizes a need for self-renewal and escape from everyday problems.
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